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We discovered the elusive Higgs boson last year, but it wasn't exactly what

we expected. According to some physicists, that means the universe itself

isn't quite what we thought either.

Did the Higgs boson discovery reveal
that the universe is unnatural?
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Over on the Simons Foundation website, Natalie Wolchover has a great

introduction to this bizarre idea:

On an overcast afternoon in late April, physics professors and

students crowded into a wood-paneled lecture hall at Columbia

University for a talk by Nima Arkani-Hamed, a high-profile

theorist visiting from the Institute for Advanced Study in nearby

Princeton, N.J. With his dark, shoulder-length hair shoved behind

his ears, Arkani-Hamed laid out the dual, seemingly contradictory

implications of recent experimental results at the Large Hadron

Collider in Europe.

“The universe is inevitable,” he declared. “The universe is

impossible.”

The spectacular discovery of the Higgs boson in July 2012

confirmed a nearly 50-year-old theory of how elementary

particles acquire mass, which enables them to form big structures

such as galaxies and humans. “The fact that it was seen more or

less where we expected to find it is a triumph for experiment, it’s a

triumph for theory, and it’s an indication that physics works,”

Arkani-Hamed told the crowd.

However, in order for the Higgs boson to make sense with the

mass (or equivalent energy) it was determined to have, the LHC
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needed to find a swarm of other particles, too. None turned up.

With the discovery of only one particle, the LHC experiments

deepened a profound problem in physics that had been brewing

for decades. Modern equations seem to capture reality with

breathtaking accuracy, correctly predicting the values of many

constants of nature and the existence of particles like the Higgs.

Yet a few constants — including the mass of the Higgs boson —

are exponentially different from what these trusted laws indicate

they should be, in ways that would rule out any chance of life,

unless the universe is shaped by inexplicable fine-tunings and

cancellations.

In peril is the notion of “naturalness,” Albert Einstein’s dream that

the laws of nature are sublimely beautiful, inevitable and self-

contained. Without it, physicists face the harsh prospect that those

laws are just an arbitrary, messy outcome of random fluctuations

in the fabric of space and time.

How can the universe be unnatural? Find out by reading the rest of

this essay over at the Simons Foundation.
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19 discussions displayed because

an author is participating or

following a participant.

25 additional replies awaiting

review.

K

27 participants @

lazylaz U Annalee Ne…

I'm not sure why so many people

in the article seemed unhappy with

the multiverse theory. To me it

actually makes a good deal of

sense, and would go a long way

towards proving and disproving

various other hypothesis about the

origin of the universe and life itself.

I also find it funny how many

people were saying that if the

universe is not "natural" then so

much else collapses in physics.

Why can't we just accept that there

are some things we cannot

understand now, that one day

human being will understand? I

understand the desire to

understand everything right away,

but I find it odd that, for theories

that really have only been

22 1 L

17 participants @

00lex00 U Annalee …

I really don't get the anthropic

argument. Life can only arise in a

universe that supports life.

Whether it is natural or not that is

the only universe we can see. Do

people making the anthropic

argument think that if the

universal constants were set so

that life was impossible we'd be

sitting around talking about about

how probable and expected our

own nonexistence is? Does the hole

in the logic just never occur to

people?

Someone once made the point this

way: Every puddle is perfectly

shaped for the hole it is in. The

hole is a complex, ragged and

oddly shaped, a fractal geometry

16 1 L
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that really have only been

developed within the last 200

years, a speck of time in

humanities lifespan, that we feel

we need to and can understand

everything right away. Maybe this

is a good time to step back and

rethink some things, but the

frustrated hopelessness just seems

very odd to me. 6/18/13 1:36pm

Srynerson U lazylaz

+1 I'm always disturbed by the

number of physicists and other

scientists who seem to reject the

multiverse concept out of hand

simply because they don't like it.

(Since I'm a layperson, maybe

there's some deeper scientific

understanding that I'm not fully

grasping, but in many articles like

this one, the critics come across as

saying little more than, "The

multiverse theory has cooties!")

3 1 L

nearly impossible to describe. Yet if

the hole were even slightly

different in shape the puddle

wouldn't fit inside. Now let the us

marvel at the careful

craftsmanship of the divine

sculptor who built a hole just to fit

that puddle. 6/18/13 2:15pm

Me, I'm Counting U …

What are you referring to with

anthropic argument? The

anthropic principle? Because that

basically says what you say.

6/18/13 2:36pm

3 1 L

00lex00 U Me, I'm C…

Anthropic arguments in favor of

design, as in the article. Every time

we find evidence that the universe

we live in is capable of supporting

life someone says "ah ha, what are

the chances of this happening by

4 1 L
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Perry Downing and 23 others...

multiverse theory has cooties!")

6/18/13 1:45pm

elfprince13 U Sryners…

Depending on what you mean by

multiverse (stuff outside our

hubble volume, other bulks in a

string-theoretic brane, quantum

many worlds, etc), it often ends up

being an unfalsifiable hypothesis,

and just as unscientific as declaring

"God did it".

I'm not saying there's anything

wrong with them being

unscientific, either. I'm just saying

that when you get into that

territory, "I don't like it" can turn

out to be a good reason.

6/18/13 2:23pm

8 1 L

Me, I'm Counting and 13 others...

accident?" and goes off on their pet

theory about who or what

designed it or how very unnatural

our universe clearly is. People don't

seem to realize that the presence of

life (us, for instance) is proof that

our universe can support life,

finding more things that say the

universe supports life is exactly

what we'd expect.

Now if we found evidence that life

in our universe is impossible that

would be pretty fucking amazing.

You'd pretty much have to

concede to a designer in that case.

6/18/13 3:26pm
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4 participants @

CDBRULZ U Annalee…

I think that all it shows is that we

still have plenty to figure out about

the universe we live in. We need to

dig deeper, experiment more and

continue to expand our

understanding of how everything

works. Keep in mind how quickly

humanity has gone from relatively

primitive to what we consider to be

technologically advanced. The

jump from the last hundred years

alone has been immense, in

another hundred years I'm sure

our childrens children will look

back on how simple our

understanding is and laugh.

6/18/13 1:30pm

2 1 L

00lex00 U CDBRULZ

That seems unlikely. Do you laugh

1 L

9 participants @

Corpore Metal U Ann…

"We discovered the elusive

Higgs boson last year, but it

wasn't exactly what we

expected."

Hmmmm. You must be reading

different physics news than me,

Annalee, because from what I've

read, the Higgs data from LHC

only confirms what the Standard

Model predicts, rather than giving

us something unexpected.

Now, it's entirely possible or even

likely that I've overlooked

something, and if I have someone

please point me to the article or

paper where Higgs data is not

conforming to the Standard Model

3 1 L
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at the simplicity of understanding

held by Einstein or Maxwell? By

Noether or Heisnberg? Would you

laugh at the absurdity of Newton's

mechanics? I suspect not. For us to

seem hilariously naive would

require the discovery of a

philosopher shattering flaw in our

view of the universe that can be

done in a high-school physics

classroom (like tossing a rock to

see a parabola and destroy

Aristotle's mechanics). Anything

else (like Newton's inability to

explain the motion Mercury) is too

understandable to laugh at.

6/18/13 9:10pm

ErasmusSB654 U 00…

From our own time, sure.

Give it ten years. 6/19/13 6:04am

1 L

because, believe me, I would love it

if that were true.

Let me check out the Simons

article, perhaps they'll explain it

there. Regardless I'm going to need

a lot more evidence than small

discrepancies in the mass or

chirality of the Higgs before I'll

believe the universe is artificial.

Edit:

And I don't really agree that

"natural" and "unnatural" are the

right words to be using here. I'd

sooner chose "likely" and "unlikely"

or "probable" and "improbable"

6/18/13 2:24pm

Dynastius U Corpore …

Yeah I agree that's a poor word

choice, but then was was God

particle. lol. I can see why

physicists are upset about things

1 L
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though...lacking the many other

particles they expected to find (so

far anyway) they feel obliged to

admit that we may be living in a

multiverse. And they don't like that

because it places limits on what we

can know about our own universe

since forces outside our universe in

the multiverse would affect the

fundamental physics in our

universe.

Still, it seems (to a lay person like

me) that the multiverse scenario is

the only reasonable explanation

anyway. Since our universe is not

infinite, there has to be something

"else" and the multiverse provides

that answer even if it's untestable.

I still think that although they say

it's untestable, we may figure out a

way to test it at some point. We

just haven't thought of it yet.

6/18/13 9:42pm

4 participants @

susieb75 U Annalee …

People like to put things in a box,

name them and trust them. It

makes them feel safe. Some people

have god, some people have hard

science. But the possibility of

randomness strikes fear into most

hearts. I think it's more fun.

6/18/13 2:12pm

6 1 L

Corpore Metal U susi…

But alas, my blithe, gentle liberal

arts major, science and

mathematics bounds and

rigorously defines the concepts of

chaos, randomness and noise

pretty well. So there is no fear on

that side of the fence.

3 1 L
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Dynastius and 5 others...

6/18/13 9:42pm

Corpore Metal U Dyn…

"...physicists are upset about

things though...lacking the

many other particles they

expected to find (so far

anyway) they feel obliged to

admit that we may be living

in a multiverse."

Which may just be a sign of

laziness among the theoreticians I

think. The LHC has provided us

with new data that's barely two

years into analysis, there maybe be

additional details there that will

need explanation. 6/19/13 12:54am

1 L

But here's some Patton Oswalt to

make this clearer for you:

6/18/13 6:07pm

00lex00 U susieb75

Physics hasn't had issues with

randomness in over 100 years

(quantum physics, applied

statistics). Mathematics hasn't

have a problem with randomness

in over 250 years (probability,

statistics).

I'm glad you take take religion and

science and put them in a box,

though, I'm sure it makes you feel

safe. 6/18/13 8:59pm

1 L
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gmuslera U Annalee …

Let's see. We observed the nature.

We built a mathematical model

that seem to describe the observed

data and even some of its

predictions does matches with

reality. Now we find more data

that is don't described by that

mathematical model, and then is

universe's fault instead of ours?

That is not science. Maybe there is

no simple, regular, symetric and

beauty equation that explains it all.

Or maybe we are watching the

universe in the wrong way, trying

to express it in the wrong terms, or

letting our limitations shape what

we expect to see instead of reality.

But from there to call the universe

unnatural is a long shot.

6/18/13 2:02pm

17 1 L

5 participants @

Von Ether U Annalee…

Oh, Io9, don't be silly. The

universe is real. I promise. Now

take just take this blue pill and lie

down for a moment. 6/18/13 1:49pm

1 1 L

Me, I'm Counting U …

Who claimed the universe was not

real? 6/18/13 2:29pm

1 L

Jeremy Turnley U M…

Mister Anderson did. Now take the

blue pill while we fix that bug you

located in the core kernel. You

may experience a momentary

sensation of deja'vu while we

1 1 L
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Corpore Metal U gm…

Loud vehement agreement.

6/18/13 6:14pm

1 L

cardybean and 1 others...

sensation of deja'vu while we

implant a logical reason for this

discrepancy in Stephen Hawking's

head - that's normal. 6/18/13 4:11pm

2 participants @

DiallingWand U Anna…

I was hoping this would be more

dramatic than "supersymmetry is

wrong". I was never a fan of that.

Mathematically it's a neat fix but

there was no reason to suppose it

other than "Hmm, this cancels

stuff out". What this article

actually should've been is "our

current best idea isn't right, maybe

something else can fix the

problem" rather than a fatalistic

acceptance of the problem.

Also the particles all had silly

4 1 L

3 participants @

BBQ_Platypus U Ann…

The way they're using the word

"naturalness" seems contrary to

what I understand it to mean. This

indicates to me that this may be a

term of art among physicists and

cosmologists, but even after

reading the link I can't quite figure

out what this different meaning is.

Can anybody enlighten me?

6/18/13 2:16pm

2 1 L

Dynastius U BBQ_Pla… 1 1 L
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Also the particles all had silly

names. 6/18/13 1:58pm

Hypnosifl U Dialling…

It's not clear they're even talking

about supersymmetry, which only

gets mentioned once in connection

with the idea that it predicts some

extra particles which haven't been

seen yet (but supersymmetry

doesn't require that they be

detectable at the energies we've

probed so far). I suspect they're

just talking about the idea that a

bunch of seemingly "fundamental"

constants (including the spectrum

of particle masses) might actually

have been set dynamically after

the Big Bang in a process called

"spontaneous symmetry breaking"

which is thought to be basically

random, meaning that there would

be nothing particularly "natural"

1 L

It's an odd choice and I'm not a

physicist but I believe based on

context that they are meaning that

they believed all the rules of our

universe would be determined by

aspects of the universe itself

making our universe self contained

and its rules completely

discoverable. (That's "natural.)

Unnatural is their word for a

universe where some of the

fundamental rules are affected by

forces outside our universe (in the

multiverse) which puts limits on

our knowledge of our universe,

means that it is not completely self

contained, and makes finding even

those remaining rules that are

discoverable much more difficult.

6/18/13 9:47pm
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about the constants taking the

values they do, as opposed to some

other possible values (and the

theory also implies they in fact

would have taken different values

in different regions of space too far

apart to have been interacting in

the time between the Big Bang and

the time of spontaneous symmetry

breaking...this is the "inflationary"

multiverse, distinct from other

multiverse notions like the many-

worlds interpretation of quantum

physics). See the comments by

physicist John Baez here,

especially the paragraph that

begins with "B." 6/18/13 2:13pm

DiallingWand U Hypn…

The appeal of supersymmetry is

that it makes the mass of the Higgs

Boson reasonable without

requiring any fine-tuning. And

1 L

2 participants @

Wolc U Annalee Newitz

Apparently the simulation is

incomplete. Or rather faulty. And

nobody noticed, otherwise it

would've been shut down. Unless

our reaction to impossibility to our

(and universes) is desired.

6/18/13 2:06pm

1 1 L

Spider-Fan U Wolc

as soon as the programmers notice

the self-replicating

virus/worm/glitch in their

wonderful simulation and debug it,

we're toast. 6/18/13 4:19pm

1 1 L

Wolc U Spider-Fan

and we'd never know it 6/19/13 4:21am

1 L
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even though supersymmetry

doesn't require particles of the

masses that have so far been

probed at the LHC, many models

do and the theory is starting to

look quite constrained. They do

mention the expected array of

particles not turning up explicitly

and otherwise there's no particular

reason for anyone to suddenly

notice that fine-tuning is a

problem. 6/18/13 3:04pm
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